Prescribed Performance Model-Free Adaptive Integral Sliding Mode Control for Discrete-Time Nonlinear Systems.
This paper studies the data-driven prescribed performance control (PPC) problem for a class of discrete-time nonlinear systems in the presence of tracking error constraints. By using the equivalent dynamic linearization technique and constructing a novel transformed error strategy, an adaptive integral sliding mode controller is designed such that the tracking error converges to a predefined neighborhood. Meanwhile, the presented control scheme can effectively ensure that the convergence rate is less than a predefined value and maximum overshoot is not smaller than a preselected constant. In addition, better tracking performance can be achieved by regulating the design parameters appropriately, which is more preferable in the practical application. Contrary to the existing PPC results, the new proposed control law does not use either the plant structure or any knowledge of system dynamics. The efficiency of the proposed control approach is shown with two simulated examples.